**The Pentagon Snaps Out Of It**

The Pentagon, against odds, is trying to go ahead in U.S. Defense and meet the needs of Korea. In March alone, the U.S. sent 30,000 troops to the Far East, a move that was expected to bring a substantial amount of money into the defense budget. The Defense Secretary, Robert S. McNamara, said that this is a significant step forward in the effort to meet the needs of Korea. The Defense Secretary also announced that the United States would increase its military presence in the region by 10,000 troops.

**We Go Hunting Guns In Tricky Waters**

As interest in the East shifts from troubled lands to dangerous waters—joins a smuggling check off jungle shores.

**EVERY 5 MINUTES**

By Frank Evers

A U.S. AIR BASE IS IN KOREA. July. A New Mexico hunter goes into the wilds of Wyoming for another swim. At this point, a swimmer is being pulled by a strong current. The swimmer is getting tired and looking for help. Suddenly, a lifeguard appears and pulls the swimmer to safety. The lifeguard is praised for his quick thinking and quick action.

**We Are Just Received**

**COLEMAN Products**

We are happy to announce that we are now stocking COLEMAN products. These products are designed to meet the needs of the outdoor enthusiast. They are durable and reliable, and are available in a wide range of colors and styles. We believe that COLEMAN products will be a great addition to our inventory.

**AN INTERNATIONAL QUALITY PAINT**

LACOSTA (Flat Oil Paint in these assorted shades) SCOTIA (Non-Chalking) LAGOLINE (Non-Chalking) ALUMINUM PREMIEER FOR WOOD ADRENALINE CEMENT AND PLASTER PRIMER SANDSTONE (Aluminum) BENTONITE (Aluminum) PROPELLER Light Red for Shingles

**Da COSTA & Co., Ltd.**

**Agents**

**YOU'LL APPRECIATE THESE FINE FOOD ITEMS**

**MEATS**

HAMS (Salted) BEEF (Fresh) FRANKFURTERS (Fresh and Salted) BURGERS (Fresh and Salted) 

**FRESH BREAD**

**ROASTED POTATOES**

**SPECIALS**

$1.00 for...,